Annuity maximization
Advanced Markets

Increasing wealth transfer using
deferred annuity distributions
Meet Sandra
• Age 65
• Nearing retirement
• Three grown children

Sandra has a deferred nonqualified annuity value of $700,000
and an initial annuity deposit of $600,000. She has sufficient
income from her pension, Social Security and other investments,
doesn’t need her annuity for retirement income and plans to
transfer her annuity to her children after her death.

Do you have clients like this?
• Ages 60-85
• Own deferred annuities, but they
are not needed for retirement goals
• In a high income tax bracket with
a desire to pass maximum wealth
to beneficiaries
• Have a desire to provide beneficiaries
with wealth replacement to cover
annuity assets lost to estate and
income taxes

The problem:
Double taxation in the form of estate and income taxes will significantly reduce the value of the
annuity passed on to Sandra’s beneficiaries. The forecasted value of Sandra’s annuity after her
death at life expectancy at age 88 is $2,673,825,1 based on an assumed rate of return of 6%.2
There is the potential of the IRS taking 56% of this value, based on projected estate and income
tax rates. This would result in $1,505,033 owed to the IRS.3

1 Based on the 2017 CSO Table.
2 This rate is assumed to be after-tax and is no guarantee of future growth. When using this strategy, clients should expect fluctuations in return that may affect the amount
available for withdrawal. There is no guarantee that the variable annuity will provide the necessary premium to fund the life insurance policy. This example ensures the
withdrawals from the annuity are all growth, which is income taxable; any return of premium withdrawn from a nonqualified annuity is not taxable.
3 The policy premium and death benefit amounts used for this case are intended only to help demonstrate the planning concept discussed and not to promote the sale of a
specific product. The rates are broadly representative of rates that would apply for a policy of this type and size for insureds of good health in the ages mentioned. To
determine how this approach would work with your clients, individual illustrations should be prepared or requested for your review. If different rates were used, there might
be significantly different results.

A potential strategy
Reposition Sandra’s deferred annuity asset and purchase life insurance.

Here’s how it works:
• Sandra takes an annuity withdrawal of $53,674 ($34,888 after tax,
assuming a 35% tax bracket) for 23 years.2
• After-tax annuity withdrawals are gifted to a beneficiary or the
irrevocable life insurance trust (ILIT). The ILIT purchases a life
insurance policy with initial face amount of $1,800,000.
• After death, the death benefit is paid to the ILIT and, structured properly,
will be income tax-free and not included in Sandra’s taxable estate.
• The ILIT assets then pass to the beneficiaries per trust provisions. Any
unused annuity balance passes to designated beneficiaries. These assets
are included in Sandra’s taxable estate, and any growth is subject to
income taxation when distributed to her beneficiaries.
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The client has considered any
guaranteed benefit features or
guaranteed life annuity options
under any annuity contract
owned, and also other sources
of funds for estate planning
strategies where the annuity
has been identified as a good
candidate as a source of funds.
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By using the annuity maximization strategy, Sandra is able to use an
unneeded double tax asset to pay for a life insurance policy that helps
her transfer wealth untouched by taxes. In doing so, she would be able to
transfer an additional $826,874 to her children if she were to pass away
at her life expectancy of age 88.3
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For more information, please call the
Life Insurance Sales Desk or visit equitableLIFT.com.

Existing annuity provisions should be reviewed prior to taking a withdrawal.
Annuities are long-term investments designed for retirement.
Withdrawals will reduce the death benefit and any optional benefits. Values
are based on the assumptions previously stated and are not guarantees or
indications of future performance. The existing annuity values assume no
contract fees or surrender charges.
Life insurance products are issued by Equitable Financial Life Insurance
Company (Equitable Financial) (NY, NY) or Equitable Financial Life Insurance
Company of America (Equitable America) and co-distributed by affiliates
Equitable Network, LLC (Equitable Network Insurance Agency
of California in CA; Equitable Network Insurance Agency of Utah in UT;
Equitable Network of Puerto Rico, Inc. in PR) and Equitable Distributors,

LLC. For New York state-based (i.e., domiciled) financial professionals, life
insurance products are issued by Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company
(NY, NY). All companies are affiliated and directly or indirectly owned by
Equitable Holdings, Inc., and do not provide tax or legal advice.
Equitable is the brand name of the retirement and protection subsidiaries of
Equitable Holdings, Inc., including Equitable Financial Life Insurance
Company (NY, NY); Equitable Financial Life Insurance Company of America,
an AZ stock company with main administrative headquarters in Jersey City,
NJ; and Equitable Distributors, LLC. Equitable Advisors is the brand name of
Equitable Advisors, LLC (member FINRA, SIPC) (Equitable Financial Advisors
in MI & TN). The obligations of Equitable Financial and Equitable America are
backed solely by their claims-paying abilities.
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